U S Chemical

Providing Exceptional Quality Since 1962

60+ day anti-splash urinal screen
ëkoscreen™ features revolutionary patented Sealed Bristle Technology™ that prevents splashback while
reducing odors, improving the hygiene in both water and waterless urinals. Its powerful fragrances last
60+ days, lasting twice as long as traditional urinal screens. Ideal for use in high traffic public restrooms.

Specifications
Color

Orange, Blue, Purple, Green, Red and Black

Scent/Odor

Tropical, Fresh, Berry, Apple, Melon, Mango,
Mint and Citrus

Character

Flexible plastic resin

Shelf Life

3 years

Dilution

Ready-to-use

Approvals

Patented: US 8856977, NAFTA

SKU

Description

SKU

Description

EKS-4O-12

Orange/Tropical

EKS-7BK-12

Black/Mint

EKS-3B-12

Blue/Fresh

EKS-13C-12

Orange/ Citrus

EKS-1P-12

Purple/Berry

EKS-8BM-12

Blue/Mango

EKS-2G-12

Green/Apple

EKS-10R-12

Red/Melon

Pack Size: 1 box = 12 screens

Directions For Use
Applications: Use in water and waterless urinals.
1. Remove old urinal screen from the urinal and recycle properly.
2. Remove any debris in the urinal.
3. Clean the urinal with bowl or restroom cleaner according to the
product directions.
4. Remove the urinal screen from its plastic packaging.
5. Place urinal screen in the center of the urinal with bristles facing
upwards.

Product Demo

Safety Reminder

Scan the QR code
with your mobile
device to learn
more about this
product!

L005963

Biodegradable Product:
This product is designed to biodegrade in a biological active landfill
(appropriate facilities not available in all areas). Testing ASTM D5511-2
that we have conducted represent biologically active landfills on our
products have shown 99% biodegration in less than 5 years.
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Read and understand the label and Safety Data Sheet (SDS).
These provide a description of hazards, precautions, personal
protective equipment, first aid, 24 Hour Emergency lines,
storage data and other safe handling information. The SDS is
provided with each container shipped. It is also available on
our website or from the distributor.
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